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Bubbles bursting at the surface of the sea are
It was evident that the salt particles began
the origin ofthe sea-salt aerosol. They are pro- their journey into the atmosphere as small
duced primarily by air entrained by breaking droplets of seawater, but the details were
waves, but both raindrops and snowflakes can
shrouded in mystery. How exactly were the
be important bubble producers. Calculation
droplets produced? Some evidence pointed to
shows that small bubbles may go into solution
air bubbles bursting at the surface of the sea,
before rising to the surface. [The Sd® indicates
so we took high-speed movies ofbubble burstthat this paper has been cited in over 160
ing and found that upon bubble collapse a jet
of water rose rapidly upward from the bubble
publications.]
cavity to produce several droplets. These jet
drops; plus film drops, another
class of drops
3
produced by the bubble, appear to be the
—
origin of most of the sea-salt aerosol.
But how are bubbles produced in the sea?
This question led to the study that became our
Duncan C. Blanchard
Citation Classic. We soon realized that anyAtmospheric Sciences Research Center
thing that disturbed the surface waters proState University of New York
duced bubbles, so we started experiments on
Albany, NY 12222
bubble production by observing breaking
waves and raindrops and snowflakes falling
into the sea. The bubbles in breaking waves
along the shore were captured and measured
October 13, 1987
with a small bubble trap that we built. Those
from snowflakes provided a special challenge.
As we stood in a snowstorm holding a beaker
of seawater, it seemed an eternity before a
Early in the 1950s my friend and colleague, snowflake fell into the water. When one did,
Al Woodcock, published papers on the size dis- however, it was then a race against time to
tributions ofthe small sea-salt particles in the get a cover slip over the bubble and measure
1
marine atmosphere and presented a hypoth- it under the microscope before it disappeared
esis thatthese particles were
the nuclei for the by going into solution. Bubble production by
2
formation of raindrops. Wewere then at the
raindrops was simulated in the laboratory by
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. dropping water~drops
from pipettes down a
Woodcock had been there since the Atlantis, stairwell into a tank of seawater. New secrethe institution’s new ketch-rigged research taries at the institution, watching these strange
ship, made her maiden voyage across the At- antics, sometimes doubted our sanity.
I suspect the reason this paper is so frequentlantic Ocean from Copenhagen in 1931; he
was one ofthe crew then. I, on the other hand, ly cited is that it was the first to explore in dewas a relative latecomer to the institution, tail the way in which bubbles are produced
starting work there in 1951, a few weeks after in the sea. Other researchers continue this
receiving my MS in physics. My ignorance of work today. It is of interest not only to atmomarine meteorology was offset by my enthu- spheric
4 scientists who study the sea-salt aerosiasm toward the exciting ideas Woodcock had sol, but also to the Navy and its concern
formulated over the years relating sea-salt par- with the interference by bubbles of 5the propagation of sound waves in the sea.
ticles to raindrops.
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